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Essay by Mary Dewhurst Lewis, Harvard University 

rederick Cooper has been at the forefront of a movement by historians to recall that the nation, as 
a form of political organization, is a recent and relatively (so far) short-lived invention.  As he and 
Jane Burbank argue in their magisterial 2010 survey, Empires in World History, empires have been 

much more enduring in history, and it was by no means inevitable that they necessarily should fracture 
into nation-states.1  At first glance, then, Cooper’s choice to study Africa between 1945 and 1960 might 
seem an odd one, for if ever there were a continent where decolonization occurred along “national” lines, 
surely this was it.  In a masterpiece of archival research and erudition, Cooper challenges us to question 
the inevitability of this outcome.  Taking the example of France and its colonies in Africa (especially sub-
Saharan), he critiques scholarship that amounts to a “backward projection of an idealized post-1960 
world of sovereign nation-states” (2) and argues that there were a range of “alternative visions of how to 
transform the French colonial empire, to make it more durable, to make it more democratic and 
progressive, or to bring it to an end” (4). In 1945, independence was not the main objective of any of the 
French African elites, at least not in the short or medium term, and instead they advocated for various 
forms of ‘federation’ and ‘confederation’ with France (on the distinction between these, more below).  To 
varying degrees, African elites and French policymakers alike envisioned a cooperative federal 
arrangement that would at once connect French African territories to each other and preserve (while 
reconfiguring) their attachment to the French metropole.   

Cooper briefly lays out the context in which such reimaginings took place, before delving into the details.  
The Second World War helped reshape imperialism the world over but perhaps especially within the 
French orbit.  France not only had been defeated at home by the Nazis, but also in its empire by the 
Japanese, who effectively ran French Indochina for much of the war; at war’s end, French officials now 
struggled to win back the hearts and minds of the Indochinese, and by extension, colonial subjects 

                                                           
1 Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper, Empires in World History:  Power and the Politics of Difference (Princeton, 

NJ:  Princeton University Press, 2010).  
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everywhere.  With the undemocratic German Reich – together with the vast imperial scheme the Nazis 
imagined for it – delegitimized, General Charles de Gaulle’s ‘Free French’ movement appeared 
vindicated, and it was under a provisional government headed up by de Gaulle that a new constitution 
was written, one that explicitly included overseas possessions as part of a ‘French Union.’  Post-war 
rebuilding thus simultaneously stimulated efforts to reinvigorate democracy and to revitalize empire.  
What elites in French Africa and the metropole could agree upon was this:  that in the postwar era, an 
empire ruling primarily with a stick rather than a carrot was no longer tenable.  French leaders 
understood that it would henceforth be necessary to give French African subjects some buy-in for 
participation in an imperial structure; African leaders, at the same time, tried to shape that structure to 
ensure that their participation was not just perfunctory or symbolic. With meticulous detail, representing 
years of enterprising archival research in France and Senegal, Cooper unearths for his readers the many 
different paths followed, none of which was imagined as breaking from France or leading to the nation-
state form until very late in the game.   

Discouraging both anachronism and teleology, Cooper immerses himself – and so too his reader – in a 
dizzying array of possibilities on a continuum from ‘federation,’ in which the division of powers between 
metropolitan France and the territories being federated would have been decided by a single constitution, 
to ‘confederation,’ in which the relationship between the parts would be decided by international treaty.  
In ‘federation,’ metropolitan France would remain the sovereign power, and its relationship to its 
‘territories’ would be a matter of internal governance.  ‘Confederation,’ on the other hand, recognized the 
autonomy of each unit, as treaty-making presupposes international recognition.  Cooper’s organizing 
principle for discussing this range of possibilities is ‘citizenship’ since, ultimately, the debate was about 
rights, who had them, to what degree, and in what way they could be exercised.   

What Cooper calls an “Empire of Citizens” (67), born after the Second World War, was not an 
oxymoron, for the shape of this ‘French Union’ – as the new commonwealth-type organization would be 
known from 1946 to 1958, when it was rebaptized the ‘French Community’ – was debated in a 
Constituent National Assembly (Assemblée nationale constituante or ANC) that incorporated 
representatives from the colonies, including but not limited to Léopold Senghor and Lamine Guèye from 
Senegal, Félix Houphouët-Boigny from the Ivory Coast, and Sourou Migan Apithy from Dahomey.2  
From the beginning, there were differing visions, not only between French representatives and colonial 
ones but also within these groups.  By and large, however, French officials wanted to find a way to insure 
some level of African participation without allowing the larger size of the colonial population to tip the 
balance away from metropolitan control of the Union. As a result, they suggested creating dual electoral 
systems in which everyone would be a citizen but not all citizens would be created equal.  African 
representatives, in turn, rejected the notion of two-track citizenship.   Reading Cooper’s book, I was 
reminded of Senghor’s eloquent defense of republican citizenship at the ANC:  “Again we are told … that 
it is unacceptable that overseas deputies should be present in the metropolitan assembly, and that 
representatives of Senegal or Chad, for example, should vote on laws concerning wine-growing or share-
cropping.  I might reply that this is no more logical than that Parisian deputies should vote in the former, 

                                                           
2 The first Constituent National Assembly met from 21 October 1945 to 26 April 1946.  After the constitution 

it wrote failed to pass ratification by referendum on 5 May 1946, a second ANC met from 2 June to 5 October 1946, 
debating and writing a constitution that was approved on 13 October 1946 by referendum.  



or those from Lille in the latter, case.”3  At the same time, Cooper depicts the African delegates to the 
ANC as realists who felt compelled to concede some of the arguments against universal citizenship:  for 
instance, they acknowledged that it might not be possible to know – without better tracking of live 
statistics – who the citizens of their territories even were.4  Lamine Guèye’s groundbreaking suggestion at 
the first ANC – that “all ressortissants of the overseas territories (including Algeria) have the quality of 
citizen in the same respect as French nationals of the metropole or overseas territories” was somewhat 
undermined by his next sentence, “Specific laws will establish the conditions under which they will 
exercise their rights as citizens” (88). Passed unanimously as a separate item from the rest of the 
constitution, this definition of citizenship survived the defeat of the first constitution and seemed to 
promise, as Overseas France Minister Marius Moutet put it, that “there are no more subjects, there is no 
colonial regime” (88-89).    

A commonwealth citizenship of sorts was now law, but there still was no constitution for the Fourth 
Republic and the French Union.  The first draft failed to pass ratification, largely because Charles de 
Gaulle lent his powerful voice to the ‘no’ campaign in rejecting its unicameral legislature.  Cooper insists 
that it was this, and not the first constitution’s vision for the empire, that doomed it; regardless, the fact 
of going back to the drawing board changed the imperial game as well.  As new actors, and particularly 
the Christian democratic party the Mouvement républicain populaire (MRP), became vocal participants in 
the second ANC, a new vision of the French Union – one that granted overseas representatives half the 
seats in a Union Assembly but limited overseas representation in the parliament of the republic – began to 
take shape.  As Cooper puts it “with a powerless [Union] assembly, such a structure risked reproducing 
the domination of metropole over overseas territories instead of something more egalitarian, and if one 
side feared one outcome, the other side feared its opposite” (99). Therein lay the rub.  African delegates 
may have differed in exactly what form of federalism they advocated, but they all wanted one that 
Senghor described as a “true federalism” (98) – where one group could not dominate another.  With few 
exceptions, metropolitan officials wanted a federation that would, by contrast, guarantee metropolitan 
dominance. 

While African delegates sometimes disagreed with each other on what ‘true’ federalism would look like, 
metropolitan delegates often worried about what Cooper calls the “Herriot problem” (199, 294, 303). 
Édouard Herriot, the veteran republican leader who had headed two governments under the Radical 
party between the two world wars and had earned his republican bona fides opposing fascism, openly 
voiced his fears in the second ANC in August 1946 that if overseas inhabitants were given the full rights 
of citizen, “France will thus become the colony of its former colonies” (105; 227).5  Although Senghor 

                                                           
3 Senghor at Constituent National Assembly, 19-20 September 1946, cited in France and West Africa:  An 

Anthology of Historical Documents, ed. John Hargreaves  (New York:  MacMillan/St. Martin’s Press, 1968), 263.  

4 One is reminded of Gregory Mann’s observation regarding veterans returning to French West Africa after 
participating in the Second World War, that a massive investigation had to be undertaken to discover who the veterans 
were in order to pay their pensions.  Gregory Mann, Native Sons:  West African Veterans and France in the Twentieth 
Century (Durham, NC and London:  Duke University Press, 2006), 123-29.     

5 In fact, despite his antifascist credentials, Herriot had always been concerned about how to maintain imperial 
authority over colonial subjects, as demonstrated by his approach to Algerian migrants in 1930’s Lyon, where he was the 



quickly called this “racism” (105), this epithet did not diminish the resonance of Herriot’s fears among 
metropolitan leaders.  How the metropole could devolve some power to overseas territories without at the 
same time becoming less powerful was the dilemma that would ultimately help doom the federal 
enterprise.  When this issue still proved divisive some nine years into the Fourth Republic, Senghor 
himself responded by proposing in 1955 that “overseas representation” could be limited to a minority in 
the National Assembly and that the Senate should have two sections, one of which would have only 
metropolitan representatives and which would focus exclusively on “metropolitan affairs” and one that 
would have a mixture of metropolitan and overseas representatives (227). This was a major shift from his 
eloquent defense of the equivalence of Chad and Lille during the second ANC.  Instead of incorporation 
on an egalitarian basis, French Africa got the loi cadre of 1956 which, while neither predicting 
decolonization nor making it inevitable, nonetheless inadvertently set its future boundaries by granting 
greater power to territorial assemblies, thus giving territorial shape to voting and electioneering.  With the 
benefit of hindsight, it is easy to see how territories metamorphosed into incipient nations, but Cooper 
insists that at the time, the loi cadre represented a partial concession to African demands and that it was 
still federalist in its vision. 

What is striking as one reads Cooper’s account of the to and fro of these debates is that they lasted as long 
as they did.  Looking at the seemingly irreconcilable differences of a Herriot and a Senghor, it is 
astounding that all parties continued to work so hard, and for several more years, on finding a modus 
vivendi for post-war federalism.  Moreover, while focused primarily on the visions of elites, Cooper also 
shows us a democratic Africa at work – one where elections mattered and people voted in increasing 
numbers between 1945 and 1956 (146). This is the gift that Cooper has given us.  He has returned us – 
in meticulous detail – to a crossroads where many trajectories were possible.  Cooper has so immersed 
himself in the contingency of the moment that the terrain he maps out can be difficult to traverse at 
times.  The reader travels through one dense thicket only to find it dead ends in disagreement; then 
embarks on another path, and so on.  The effect is powerful, but somewhat confounding.  Perhaps that is 
the point:  I wanted a road map, but a road map presupposes a definite end, and Cooper returns us to a 
time when many ends were still possible.  For specialists, Citizenship between Empire and Nation will be a 
rich resource, mined for years to come.  For non-specialists and students, Cooper’s density of detail may 
make the argument a challenge to follow; these readers might prefer turning to another of the prolific 
Cooper’s works, Africa in the World: Capitalism, Empire, Nation-State,6  which is aimed at a larger 
readership.   

The main message of both Africa in the World and Citizenship between Empire and Nation is that Africa 
was not destined to get the decolonization that it got.  Cooper shows that things ‘could’ have gone 
differently, but if that is true, it is a disquieting message.  It is hard not reach the conclusion from 
Cooper’s book that Africans ‘settled’ for the advantages that more territorial autonomy could give them 
when their demands for a real voice in federalism were repeatedly rejected. “Neither Union nor 
Community let Africans engage in politics as equals, but they did provide space for Africans to engage in 
politics.  Africans sometimes got their way”  (411). Indeed, but their political gains, so distorted through 

                                                           
longtime mayor.  Mary Dewhurst Lewis, The Boundaries of the Republic:  Migrant Rights and the Limits of Universalism in 
France, 1918-1940 (Stanford, CA:  Stanford University Press, 2007), esp. 204.   

6 Frederick Cooper, Africa in the World: Capitalism, Empire, Nation-State (Harvard University Press, 2014), 



compromise from their original goals, helped bequeath a post-independence Africa where democracy 
became even more of a sham than it had been under the Union and the Community.  If the point of 
restoring contingency is to imagine paths not traveled, one cannot help but wonder what might have 
happened if African voices had been heard – or taken seriously – at a time when it might have made a 
difference. 

Mary Dewhurst Lewis is professor of history at Harvard University and faculty affiliate at the Harvard 
Law School.  She specializes in the legal and social histories of modern France and its overseas empire.  
Her publications include The Boundaries of the Republic:  Migrant Rights and the Limits of Universalism in 
France, 1918-1940 (Stanford, 2007) and Divided Rule:  Sovereignty and Empire in French Tunisia, 1881-
1938 (University of California, 2014).  She is currently working on a new book project, “The First 
French Decolonization,” which will examine the transformation of French commerce and empire 
following the loss of Saint-Domingue/Haiti in 1804. 
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